Welcome to Meru University

Meru University supports the advancement of seekers on the initiatic path, offering online and on-demand courses, workshops and webinars on a vast array of spiritual topics, including all manner of divine science, such as studies on the human aura, alchemy, solar health, abundance, divine magic, and more.

MU On-Demand Courses

Advanced Studies of the Human Aura with El Morya—Parts 1 and 2

These recorded courses allow you to participate at the time and pace that suits you! They include video and audio sessions, PowerPoint slides, and a link to the 33 HeartStreams from El Morya upon which the courses were created.

Learn more about the human aura and the divine aura of our Solar Presence, teachings on adeptship for the Aquarian Age, and new technologies of the Spirit.

The Book—An Exciting Adjunct to Our Human Aura Courses

Advanced Studies of the Human Aura, our newly released book, is a compilation of El Morya’s 33 HeartStreams on the aura and additional discourses by David C. Lewis on this topic.

For more information call 630-894-4410 or email friends@heartscenter.org
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